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L A W EDITION

The Montana Kaimin
U N IVERSITY O F M O N T A N A , M ISSO U LA, M A Y 7. 1915.

VOL. XIII.

NO. 11

HEAR YE !— THE CIRCUIT RIDER HAS ARRIVED
THINGS LOOK TOR
BEST TRACK
MEET

OFFER FUN LOR
Indications Point to Largest
and Fastest Contest
Ever Held
NEW SCHOOLS ENTER

Plans Point Towards Col
lection of Acts Unex
celled in Past
MANY FINE SIDESHOWS

Field Events, Debate and Declamatory
Bouts Should Be More Interest
ing Than Before

Each Organization Has Something to
Show to Students on
Friday Night

The twelfth annual interscholastic
meet to be held next week promises to
be the biggest event in the history of
the university. With the- track in the
best condition possible, the 'bleachers
rebuilt, and the weather man predict
ing fair weather, there should be sev
eral broken records at this time.
Yesterday was the last day for the
entries to come in, and they came in
by the wholesale. There are now 40
schools entered in the meet, several
for the first time making their appear
ance on Montana field.
With this number o f schools entered
and the crowds that will necessarily
accompany the teams there is little
doubt but that it will be the biggest
in the west. It is at present and has
been in the past the biggest meet in
the United States according to the
crowd as compared with that o f the

LAW SCHOOL'S HOME

DEAN WHITLOCK
IS WELL KNOWN

FORESTERS HAVE
GOOD SESSIONS
IN WILDERNESS

The best line of "pop corn, peanuts, i
Of A. N. Whitlock, our present dean,
ice cream cones and soda pop” ever o f
fered to a track meet crowd is guar very little need be said, so well known
anteed to the spectators o f this year's is he to the people o f the state after
interscholastic by John Shroeder and his three years in Montana.
Dean
J o ^ Townsend, who are managing all W hitlock is one o f the two men who
the concessions for the Y. M. C. A. piloted the law school through the pre
The right to feed the hungry multi carious first year of its existence. A l
tudes has been granted to the Uni though he has been forced by the
versity Y. M. C. A. on condition that press of his law business to give up
none o f the men who carry on the all but two courses at the university,
business receive any pay.
The pro
ceeds are to be used to pay for the
Y. M. C. A. handbook next fall. In
stead of the customary squad o f young
boys, the Y. M. C. A. men themselves
will hawk their wares among the
crowds. The managers are preparing
for a rushing business and will have
16 salesmen on the job.

A fter eight days o f primitive life the
foresters wended their weary way
home. Foot-sore and hungry, they
came.
Each, with a heavy growth of
beard and a longing to spread his feet
under a regular table, where eats and
other things are served.
They fished and hunted; they pulled
trees up by the roots and planted
them again; they walked for miles
and miles and miles and then walked
back again; they surveyed territory
just for fun.
When they weren’t do
ing any of these things, they slept.
“It was the finest outing I ever had,”
said one of the campers; “and as long
as I stay here, I'll go every time.”

INTERSCHOLASTIC
REFRESHMENTS TO
COME FROM Y. M. C. A.

(Continued on page three.)

STUDENTS WILL GO
ON BIG PICNIC
E’RE LONG GLEE CLUB SINGS
Christian Associations Plan
Outdoor Sports for
Everyone

AT GOOD CONCERT

(Continued on Page 6)

SPORTS OF EVERY
KIND GOME UP
THISWEEK

M’CALL TO BRING
GOSPEL TO Y.M.C.A. Baseball and Track to Sat
LUMBERJACK
MINISTER
WILL
ADDRESS MEN OF UNIVER
SITY
ON MONDAY

MISSOULA PEOPLE AND STU
DEAN WHITCLOCK
DENTS PLEASED AT WORK
“There’s goin' to be a picnic,
|he is still our acting dean, and in that
OF SONGSTERS
An’ we’re all a-goin’ to jine.’’
Jack McCall, lumberjack skypilot,
capacity he shows the same loyalty
It’s a Y. M., Y. W., get together pic
and interest towards the University will address the men of the university
nic.
Every man and every girl on the
of Montana which has marked him at 8:30 next Monday evening in the
The concert given Tuesday night by
campus is a committee o f one ap
from the first.
Dean W hitlock is a
the University Glee club proved to be
pointed to be there..
May 21 is the
one o f the most successful rendered graduate of the University of Ken
date.
It is to be a real picnic with a
this season. The people o f Missoula tucky, 1906, and a graduate of Har
band and races and running and jump
enjoyed one o f the greatest treats ever vard Law school, 1911. As a coning and shooting contests and every offered in the musical work, by either I tributor to the leading law journals
thing you can think of to eat, all in one amateurs or professionals. The boys he is well known.
course.
who took part showed up to their best i Through his efforts at Chicago last
Committees have been chosen to take ! ability and rendered a program which December, the Law school o f the Uni
charge of the affair to decide upon the ! will be long remembered t y the Mis versity o f Montana was admitted to
membership in the American Associa
place, appoint judges, round up the j soula people.
tion of Law schools.
general student body ,and stir up the
An audience which packed the house
enthusiasm.
to the doors listened to the many beau
Joe Tope is chairman o f the men’s! tiful selections, not only by the Glee
University Calendar.
committee, and Jack Jones, and Dar- I club, but by Professor Smith, the in
May 7—Carnival. Baseball, Mon
row, and Judson are the other mem- i structor, Professor Burleigh, the man
tana State Agricultural College vs.
bers.
dolin trio. Mr. Smith’s work drew
University o f Montana,
Theodosia Sherburne is the chairman forth more than one applause. He gave
May 8—Baseball, Montana Agrio f the girls’ committee.
several solos which •proved to the
cultral College vs. University of
It is proposed to make this picnic a Missoula people the excellence of his
Montana,
Intercollegiate
track
regular spring custom, an annual baritone voice. Professor Burleigh
meet with Aggies, at Missoula.
event, to be given a place with the car- held the audience in silence to the end.
May 12, 13, 14— Interscholastic
Day.
There is always a reception of I He showed his great ability in playing
track meet.
welcome when the students come back the violin, by playing several pieces
May 15. Meet with Idaho at Mis
to school in the fall.
Why not a last o f his own composition. The mandolin
soula,
JACK M’CALL
“ Jolly-up” picnic before they leave in
Continued on Page Three)
Continued on Page Three)
the spring?

J

Probably the only student activity
at the University o f Montana which
combines both pleasure and profit to
any marked extent is the annual May
carnival. For years it has been the
panacea for all forms of financial em
barrassment, it has come at a time
each year when the student fund, exr
hausted through a long season of
money-losing enterprises, is sorely in
need of such assistance and it is a
criterion each year o f the general
spirit of the student body as well as
the individual genius of its members.
It is for this reason that this year
more than ever before the students
should get behind the event and make
it not only a financial success but a
social success as well, and from all in
dications this desire will be executed.
The carnival as an event at the uni
versity is not a very old one. In the

isfy the Most Exact
ing Scheduled.

Twice the university will be given
the opportunity to beat Bozeman •in
baseball and once in track this week.
On Friday afternoon at three o’clock
the two teams will clash on Montana
field for the first game of the year.
The second game will be played Satur
day morning at ten thirty.
For years
i these two teams have been waiting for
a chance to meet each other in base
ball and this has been their first op
portunity.
With a chance such ad
this both teams are trying their best
to come out victorious and the games
; promise to be good.
The Washington State College team
; defeated the Bozeman team in a se
ries of two gomes and only beat the
university one game, which gives the
j Varsity a little the better of the coraI parative scores, but this will not count
i for much when these two teams meet,
i The rivalry of the past will make them
! both strive to win as they would
! against no other school in the United
States.
The Varsity has been practicing
every night and Captain Collins says
i they are in fine shape for the games.
Continued on Page Three)
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iflontana HaiminTHENffl
- ■ AND THE OLD EVE
This Is a word t. iken from the language of
ana writing, or 001 nothing In black and white.

ubllshed on Friday

verst ty of Montana,

sted Student* of the Uni-

Vera Keen and Lotta Dimples were
Me Go ugh says:
"Every SMALL] you see a girl, slightly blond, get on
! Roomies. That is Vera condescended TOWN has Its WATER TANK.”
the car?”
• • •
M. M.: "The girl you meet every
wintered as second-class mall matter at Missoula, Montana, under Act of Congress, i to take the Innocent Young Thing un
March S, 1879.
der her protecting Wing.
Lotta, well,
No, but a small boy gave
Leaphart: "Our time is limited, we morning?
j Lotta was Just a "Small-Town" girl. must hurry/
me a note to give you."
Lamport j Lotta took domestic science and could
e s s
McHaffie, eagerly taking the note,
Griffith ;
..... ....- ....................... .... —........ ...................Crawford, Deems, Keer&n sure pouncd the "Box." All the Low
Ayer: "Tomorrow, Gentlemen, we and hurriedly reading It, turned and
Sports
.................
............
.....
.....
.........................
Whitlock,
Ayer,
Selfridge,
Brows thought Lotta was a Cute Kid.
font rib1
in dismay, walked to his class in con
will cover 20 pages."
Keportorlal Staff
tracts. Mumbling as he walked along,
Vera was a Clever Girl, even the
•
•
*
Friday. Templeton, Brown, Oorrlgus, Rosenberg, McMenoray, O'Rourke.
he said:
"The first time she has not
other sorority Sisters admitted that.
Horst: "Please, Professor, may I
j met me for two years.
What did I
Now, you couldn’t talk to Vera b u t.
be so inconsiderate and vulgar, please,
ever do to merit such treatment?**
you could listen to her Discourse. Be
as to ask a question, please?”
0
0
,
0
cause Vera had the Dope.
She was
• • •
the Kind you couldn’t tell Anything.
A Poem.
Self
ridge:
“Yes,
Professor,
I’ll i I have heard of a fair maid—DoroAnd as for any Heart-breaker pulling
this “Your the Only girl who under study like Harold and Paul next se
the-a.
mester.’’
Who owned a Jitney bus,
What Can I D ot That will help my University.— that will exemplify stands me," stuff, he could Not. For
•
*
*
|And a said Jovial Jack,
Vera was Hep to Sex Psychology and
the true college spirit— that will aid my own department— Law—that I knew that Holding Honda and the
O’Sullivan: “Do you tango? Miss ! Who strange to all legal lights en
may be o f assistance and a factor in building the University o f Mon Snuggle, belonged to the Mechanics C------says I’m very good at it.”
deavored to fuss.
*
*
•
of Love-Making.
The Brothers al
I Although we strived to dismiss the
tana Law School.
case,
ways drew Lots to see who would fuss
What I can do.
I can carry from the campus at commencement a Vera and the winner always Lost. ■ Olander: “Misther Martinson, Ay |Our Jack appealed to justice,
ska 11 vant sum Lutefisk."
message of cheer and encouragement.
I can speak a good word for But It had to be done because Vera
• • •
] For says he, "I demurred” Res ipsa
loquitur.— Sustained.
the university wherever I may go.
I can tell every inquirer that my .had Some Stand-in with the Dean,
Gwln: "Now, Professor, suppose—■
”
• •
•
Leaphart: “We will postpone that
university is growing, steadily and rapidly.
I can say to him that our i and 80 was an Influence She used to
Jenkins (T o "Keen” Sales Girl):
, , ,
M, ,
,J
,
, j Cop every Frosh co-ed and drag the.
Law School is efficient; that it has not a superior in the northwest; th at; poor (orlorn Qne t0 T w and alwayB question."
I "Do you know, little one, that I will
* * •
never be satisfied until I have perthere is no need to go beyond the borders of the Treasure State to study j got in some of this heart to heart, beGault: "I had the point but I lost I fected an invention which will wind
our chosen profession.
I can tell him that I am justly proud of my j ware of bold bad boys advice which
it."
: up the VIctrgla as it runs down."
Law School.
And then I can ask him if he doesn’t want to know all I "J* * ‘ w o ™ °"ths' Handicap on any
• * •
"Keen" Sales Girl: “It will take
Robertson:
"Wake
me
up
when
i someone with brains to do that.”
about itt
I y era was also a Feminist, which!
• •
•
class
is
over.”
What I shall do. I shall seize every opportunity to spread the fame j means she was willing to do a Man’s j
• • •
Merely as a suggestion we think
of my university.
I shall keep in touch with it during the summer. work at^Haif^ wages,^ only her PaPa
H. R. Brown to Honest John: "Got that the Women o f the University
had the KALE, and she never had to,
I shall be a factor in its growth and development.
^
I shall exercise „a ]|ke mt)e LoMa dld
when Vera any of the weed.”
; should select a less prominent clothes
* • *
line than the rope on the Journalism
little college spirit of that new, resonant type that makes' for uplift and j raved eugenics, the Friendless Man
Gusher Wymand of Kalispell, late flagpole.
Scientific research has
for progress.
I shall convince every student I meet that he can se- \was ail in the Dark, i f he was a good
of Chicago: "I think."
shown that lingerie does not require
cure the best legal training to be had in these northern states.
And iBlutfer and knew Life insurance and
Boob Fredericks, answering: "You i rarified atmosphere In which to dry.
a
T , ,i
, t...
?
,.
. ,
. . . .
. . .
Livestock he might Stall until 10:30,
• •
•
__ : wMch ls the Tlme (or all Good mtle can’t think. You’ve got nothing to
then I shall ask him i f he doesn’t want to go to that university?
W e had planned in this issue to exWhat I w ill do. I w ill come back to the University of Montana in j girls to Retire. Even Joseph Hard- think with."
*
• •
[ pose the secret life of Mr. Harry Hali
the fa ll; I w ill bring with me that student to enter its portal for the j lns Underwood balked at Crossing
Ayer: "I could go on indefinitely but Sewell, the Man with a Past, but
firet time; I w ill be an active factor in building up and making greater !Vcra *n, th? Soel~ f m class’ and 8ha on the subject assigned to me."
considering the fact that Mr. Sewell
, wanted to know Where the poor Zob
•
• *
Iis soon to become a benedict, and out
my Law School. I will be a true member of the Bring A Student jwh0 voted the Democratic ticket kept
Is Friday taking Law?”
Iof regard for his family, suffice it to
club, whose membership is the student body of the university, an d' his Brains,
“No; he has only been exposed to say that he was a bright and shining
Yes, and Vera had all her College
whose slogane is not “ What Can We D o,” but “ What I w ill D o !’
it."
! light at the bar long before he ever
Patter, nnd a pet little NickName for
•
• •
Ipassed the State Examination.
every Ham, in Trousers.
She had a
• •
•
Keeran: "Let me sit by that trap
Healthy contempt for the dense Male
door in order that I may expectorate.”
Mr. Jones, John R., o f Wisconsin,
__________
Intellect.
It was no Skeleton in the
H. R, Brown: ”I guess that Til sit football coach, basketball coach, foot
Closet, but Vera could say those White
beside you.”
ball hero, basketball phenom, POLIT0
0 0
Next week is the annual Interscholastic week for the students 0f 1Hot Pand,thlni s„a" d Bawl out a Rook
j ICAL ASPIRANT, student adviser,
: in o regular Holliday fashion.
Vera
Flat Stuff.
orator, fusser extraordinary, Frater
Montana.
There will be at the University of Montana as our guests, always saId she wanted to be treated
Cook (filling plate): "There that’s nity organizer, tea taster class A, pri
a host o f the best students' o f Montana’s High Schools.
! Just the Same as a Man, but would
enough for any hog.”
vate secretary to Charlie Melvin, selfThey have been invited to become the guests o f the University of ra,se an A?gle Howl whenever she
Stude
Hasher
(remonstrating): appointed ambassador plenipotentiary
“Aw—it
ain’t
for
me.”
to the President, reformer, partner in
Montana for those five days
Jvas In
,fplteoftenal!(she
*hiswore
Veraa Pins
v o f friendly
v contest and activity.
v
i
fussed
rather
•
*
*
crime of H. Halibut Sewell, and Jour
Be you a true host; show to them that spirit of “ comaraderie” that and we have already mentioned her
Cable’s cubs can concoct cocktails nalist, is also a specialist in feminine
has sent home from the university a better friend than that which father).
cleverly.
psychology.
Because of Jack’s imAs for Lotta, she never had to go
•
• *
|portrait position as editor o f the col
Dutch with the Girls to the Movie on
First Father: "I’m going to send lege paper, we feel somewhat re
Be generous in your time; show them your university.
Have them Friday night.
Nay,
nay.—Lotta my son to college next year.”
strained in saying where he obtained
visit the Law School; answer their questions fu lly ; introduce them to j while not Ultra-Modern was Polite and
Second Billpayer: "Where is he his profound understanding of the fe
when the boys got off their Gasjet De now?”
your faculty.
male of the species.
lights she always laughed—a Fresh
0
0
0
Original Adam: “ Oh, he goes to
For you have with you not alone High School students; you have little laugh, instead of springing
Mr. H. Halibut Sewell claims to be
Bozeman now."
with you future students of the University of Montana.
*
• •
"Whence dids’t Thou resurrect that
of Yankee origin.
If so, he is lack
Antique Matter.”
They say that Cable Is working for ing in one of the most striking New
One day the young Man with a Pur an A. M. degree. But they say at the I England
characteristics, to-wit:
Conceit is a disgusting quality, but when said conceit is backed by pose came along. He could Carry his flats that he has already earned an shrewdness.
Sometime in hisyouth
fact and ability, it is pardonable.
Therefore, be it known, that the IRags and swung a stick which for H. A. M. degree.
Harry got into a little trading transac
•
•
•
tion with a jack-snipe. It has been
greatest Law School in the Northwest is' here at the University of IMontana is Unusual. Also he could
tfontADft
break 50-50 with Vera In a High B row ! Information has been received by us said by those who knew Harry before
Gabfest.
They locked Horns over to the effect that the Iota Nus have this deal that he got the worst of the
Ibsen and had a Delightful Time set- ! thrown their pugilstic bulldog out their bargain.
• • •
tling the Cause o f the War.
house.
But then we understand that
The lawyers are all going to help in the entertainment of the visitors
Sloughfoot Cable:
"W hy are the
Vera told her sisters that he was a this is not the first bull that they have
next week.
Remember, it is up to the “ cellar gangsters” to set the Remarkable young man, which was as thrown.
boys all leaving the Flats?”
• •
*
Mr. Davis: *T understand, Mr.
pace for the rest o f the colleges.
near as She ever got to saying ” 1'
lovum.” Vera said He had a Pro-1 Robertson maintained his usual at Cable, the fellows have formed a Var
found knowledge of the Activities nec titude and slept during the greater sity Club at the Atlantic.”
“ We have a hundred.”
S. C.: “ Well, there must be some
essary to Life at Montana.
Which 1part of the Law Banquet.
• 0
0
reason.”
-------------------------------------I translated means:
He could roll 80'
FOr the benefit o f Mr. C., we can
8:15 A. M —McHaffie Just before
Forty-one non-resident students, representing seventeen states is a In cal1 shot and Knew who won the
m
a,
.
ft .
,
i game between Montana and the Aggies entering the campus by the Northwest say that there is, and it isn’t Postum,
record unsurpassed
by
School our *"0
age.
.in “"02,”
, .. . |
j gate: "I say, Mister Motorman, did ' either.
r
rf any
j Law ~
Ij fn
02." nnd
.
and a srorp
score o ,f Similarly
.............. ........
.......
|vitally important things.
As They were coming Home she let
could get Well acquainted with an In Bill hold her Hand and before long he
Here’s hoping we get a new building next year.
A wooden shack ! e v e r y b o d y said they were an
the tellectual Fellow. But then Lotta Told her she was Just like his mother.
would be appreciated, but if better is in sight the cellar boys will wait, i
c°'iple and they both had
never seemed to attract THAT sort of Bill said he was Kind a Tired of
A certain Sundav afternoon Vera a man.
Feminine Phonographs and she agreed
Now that you are residents in a university, high school emblems was ° ut' she went Down to talk to the When Junior Prom came along Vera to Let Bill make her Happy for Life.
...
...
.
,,
Prisoners or Something and Lotta en- was Left at the Post. Lotta beat her
When the Engagement was An
are a thing of the past. 1his is for uiversity women as well as men.
to IT.
Now Vera was There with nounced, Vera had a good Cry and
tained Br. Bill Lined.
Now Lotta couldn’t spring this NEW the May Fete Terpsichore and had told her New roomie that Lotta was
On the campus o f the University o f | Berkeley,
Cal.-—"California
Ripe WOMAN stuff but all the Fellows said studied Esthetics.
But Lotta—poor a horrid, little CAT.
Olive day” ls a novel celebration to be she had Nlce Eyes
She made Bill Lotta—about all the Light foot she
MORAL: The New Woman may be
Montana, spring’s sway is strength“ |held this month at the University of all Puffed Up and told him he had
knew was the Castle and a couple of all right, but the Old Stuff still gets
ened
again.
The week past brought I California. It is part o f a national Just the Best Line ever, but that was Hesitations and —she—she could Sure
BY.— (Apologies to George Ade and
Vera was long on this Fara the Reader).
additions to the early flowers In bios- i campalKa t0 ac<,ua,nt the reat ot the Over her Head. When he le ft he RAG.
...
„
country with the value o f this ta p er|
her. If he might Call again, way and always gabbed when the fel
som.
The f i r * dandelion, have op- |tant product o f the state.
A corre- ILot u . shyIy Intlmated that she would las Swung her.
Lotta was a Clinger,
There is still the little matter of
ened and leaves are showing on the ; sP°ndence course Is also offered by the ! be "Tickled to Death.”
you know what I mean, and she A l taking Bozeman to the cleaners—as
ersity on “The Olive.”
Nearly
When
Vera
heard
about
IT
she
only
ways
had
Twenty
or
Thirty
dances
our
friend Red would say—and then—
trees.—*North Dakota Student.
400 are already enrolled.
' Laughed and said she hoped Lotta Ahead.
the end o f the first Big Year.
crlptlon rate, $1.00 In advance.
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WHAT CAN I DO?

A POINT IN PASSING.

I

THE LAWYERS STAR AT
INTERSCHOLASTIC CUPID ENSNARES
MANY ATHLETIC
MEET ALL READY
BACHELOR PROF. SHOWS HERE NOW FORENSIC WORK
| The lawyers have certainly done
(Continued From Page One.)
The present year has marked the j
i their part in every line of forensics
exodus o f the bachelor P rof from the J
{this year.
larger states who have a much larger law department.
Professor Leaphart, ■ Each night they have improved on
I Of the eight men who represented
population. In no state in the Union the impassive propounder o f law and j their former performances and have
has there been the same number of equity some five months ago fin a lly ; greatly profited by the experiences of the University in intercollegiate deBoth the |bates, seven were in the legal departpeople present in proportion to the fell victim to the unerring aim o f ‘Dan 1the Washington games.
It is interesting to note that
captain and Manager Owsley feel con j mnt.
population.
Cupid.”
each of the seven is a freshman law
Preliminary meets this year point
Shortly after the opening o f the first j fident that they will trim the Aggies.
student.
Long and Templeton, the
to the fact that the meet will be the semester, members o f the second and i Saturday afternoon the track teams
, team which has thrice whipped the
fastest yet held at the State Univer third year classes became aware of a of the two schools will meet on Mon
IAggies, are lawyers this year.
The
sity. The track has been enlarged to marked change In the attitude of the i tana field and Montana will add her
other five debaters are McH&ffie,
accommodate eight runners and a new heretofore stern and exacting profes- j first track victory of the year td her
The
Cap Ward, Baird, Johnson, Horst.
straightaway insuring much faster sor; for some mysterious reason he numerous victories of the past.
last three composed the team 'which
time in the shorter distances.
seemed to be gradually becoming more ' tain Brown and his men have been
unanimously defeated Utah Univer
In the early I training every night and although we sity in the Assembly hall on the even- j
The debate will be held in Univer lenient toward them.
sity hall between Flathead and Park d°ys of November rumors became cur haven’t heard as much from them as
of March 13th. On that same evening
County high schools, as they won the rent that the honorable professor had the baseball team they stand ready
McHaffie and Long trimmed North
district debates. The declaration con applied for a leave o f absence and of for the fray with all the hopes o f vic
Dakota.
W ord was a member of the
tests will also be staged in this hall. ficial Inquiry finally revealed the fact •tory.
team which lost a close decision to !
This year there will be nine new that the daring one was about to en ter; Comparative time again gives the |Gonzaga.
schools in the meet which will not the sacred bonds o f holy matrimony. |Varsity the best of the meet, but as j The lawyers have also.figured in ora- |
On principle It Is hard to sustain the in all the other events in which we
only make competition keener, but will
atory. ^ Templeton won the Buckley :
greatly swell the crowd o f rooters. action thus taken, especially in view meet Bozeman, the rivalry has much
Oratorical.
Horst was second.
The i
Some of the new schools will be strong o f the fact that on several occasions to do with the result of the meet. With
annual extemporaneous speaking con- i
enthusiasm
at.
its
height
these
two
contenders for the championships and he has openly defended his position ns j
test was an absolute victory for thel
will'pdt fbrth great efforts to carry off bachelor nrof. At the Annual Law games and the meet promise to be
law students. Long won first: Me- j
the 'laurfels.
Banquet, last year, In response to a |the two best of the year. Both teams Haffie was second, and Horst third, j
will
put
forth
their
greatest
efforts
to
bachellor
prof.
At
the
Annual
T^aw
I
' The editors o f the high school papers
| Long and Templeton will represent
httve been invited to be the guests of he stubbornly Insisted that a bachel- I win as these victories mean much to the University in the st^ e extempo- i
the' sfelfobt Of jbtim'allsni' and will form or*s was the only life to lead, and both schools.
I raneous speaking and oratorical con- j
a*"high SchO'61 6dlT0r8r association while cited In support o f his contention a de- j The games and the meet have been tests, to be held in Missoula in about j
they are here. They*1will he given the cree o f divorce granted by a southern purposely placed close together so that three weeks.
use o f th£ jourfthlfsm building and Judge, which read in effect as follows: i fh£ students o f the schools will have
I That the lawyers will continue to |
will ‘ rUle' supreme' ‘th Ofel
“It Is hereby adjudged and decreed' a chance to support their teams to the
, monopolize the forensic honors o f the I
' ’fh e Students o f the university are that the plaintiff, John Doe, be granted : best advantage and if you have any 1school seems inevitable, since all
taking a great interest In the meet absolute divorce from the said Lizzie j real Montana spirit you will come out those who represented the University ;
attd are formed into an entertainment Doe, and It is further adjudged and j and do your share of the rooting which ■in these activities this year will be
committee for the care o f the visitors. decreed that the said John Doe be re is so vital to the teams.
It’s up to here next fall.
The different departments of" the uni stored to the rights, liberties and en Iyou to come out and root and the |
^ --------- :— :----------- —
------------versity are also helping to prepare joyments o f an unmarried life.”
team will win.
If they are shown
Though on theory his action cannot ! that the students are behind them
for their entertainment. The Domestic
Science department will serve luncheon be explained, yet, the members o f the there is little doubt of their coming
at-their building every day o f the meet law department have sufficient faith ! out victorious in all three events.
thereby saving the time usually spent in his wisdom to know that the action
in going to and from town.
taken was for the best and join in
Many of the fathers and mothers of congratulating the one so fortunate
Correction.
as
to become the soul mate of the
students in the college are taking this
Last
week
the Kaimin quoted Mr.
highly
respected
and
honorable
pro
advantage of visiting the university
• (Continued From Page One.)
Frank D. Brown as having said that
and seeing the influence under which fessor o f law, C. W. Leaphart.
their boys and girls are studying.
1866 conditions in Montana were so
trio made a decided hit as did the j
They will be met at-the train by the
unsettled that a white man could
quartet, especially in their character- I
students and taken to- the various
not show himself in daylight without
istic number, “Stampede Song.”
points o f interest in the city. Not a
incurring danger from an Indian at
Enough praise could not be given to !
train will arrive but what there will be I
tack. This statement should have •Mrs. Florence Smith, who accompanied. ;
some of. the student body there to meet
been confined to conditions in the
Her work showed the greatest ability {
It.
valley of the Yellowstone and it$
on her part, and assisted greatly in j
Along with the meet there will be
tributaries, the Musselshell and the
making the concert a great success.
other things that will help to make
Judith.
No criticism could be made of the
this the biggest week in the history
club. Their work last night reveals
of the school. There will be two uni
'Continued from Page One)
the fact that many hours o f hard work
versity baseball games and an inter mathematics room. The meeting has
had been spent in accomplishing such
collegiate track meet.
‘been arranged by the university Y. M.
success. Every person was disapThe schools that have entered the C. A. and a cordial invitation is ex; pointed when the concert was over.
Interscholastic meet are:
|tended to all to hear this minister of
The boys deserve great praise for their
Butte, Jefferson County, Helena, the lumber camps. He will speak on
Thompson Falls, Virginia City, Great “A Message to the Men.”
! The 1916 Sentinel has been dedicated wonderful success, not only at Mis
soula, but throughout the state. They
Falls, Columbus, Ronan, Bridger, Sweet
The lumberjack skypilot, who now to Professor Kemp, head o f the De have made a name for the University
Grass County, Gallatin County, Ste- resides in Missoula, has done consid partment o f Education.
This number
vehsville, Park County, Anaconda, erable religious work in the great promises to surpass all former issues and for themselves. Thedr success
Three Forks-, Plains, Havre. Miles lumbering camps o f northern Michigan and already 32 pages are in the hands this year will lead to a far bigger one
City, Beaver Head County, Glasgow, before coming to Montana. He is now of the printers.
It is the hope of the 'next year.
Broadwater County, Hysham, Teton engaged in carrying the gospel to the staff to have the Sentinel out about
Coiinty, Missoula, Victor, Sacred Heart lumber camps o f Idaho and Montana. the last of Track week.
QUEEN OF YESTERYEAR
Academy, Billings, Etareka, Butte Cen His methods are simple and plain. He
The business manager, 'P e g ’’ Lan
VISITS OLD SCHOOLMATES
tral, Flathead
County, Roundup, meets the men in their bunkhouses and sing, is particularly anxious to have
Whitehall, Carbon County, ' Poison, their tents and there he talks inform the names of all those who want Sen
i A visitor at the Dormitory this week
Granite County, Laurel, Belt, Hamil ally to them about the fundamental tinels and who have not yet ordered
has been Miss Kate Finley, last year's
ton, Belgrade, Harlowton.
There are still some o f the : May Queen. Miss Finley has been
I things of'Christianity and proper liv them.
Unless these are paid teaching school at Niarada for several
ing. Similar to many o f the great notes not paid.
“ DO UNTO OTHERS AS YOU
evaiig^lists in’ his accomplishments he I immediately the orders will be can- months, and has returned to her home
WOULD HAVE THEM DO UNTO i scorns the more noisy methods. To |celed because there will be no Senti
I in Missoula for a week’s visit. After
YOU.* PATRONIZE OUR ADVER forestry students the talk should be nels printed that have not been paid I that time she will take another school,
TISERS.
for.
I especially interesting.
at Potomac.
*Continued From Page One.)

GLEE CLUB SINGS
IN LASTCONCERT

M’CALL TO BRING
GOSPEL TO Y.M.C.A.

jSENTINEL HONORS
PROFESSOR KEMP

WASHINGTON STATE WINS
IN BUSINESS WORLD
24 W. S. C. men averaged $106.69 each in weekly sales, summer o f 1914. 33 Stanford men averaged $67.48. 25 U. of
C. men averaged $65.41. 20 A. C. men averaged $55.90. 17 from McMinnville averaged $71.13. 8 from Willamette aver
aged $69.82. 4 from Whitman averaged $73.07. 2 from Uni versity of Montana averaged $64.01. 1 Bozeman man averaged
$81.18.
“ Wear-Ever” salesmen are given free instruction in efficiency.
W anted: 2 University o f Montana students to fill remaining open territory.

Stuart MeHaffie. Phone 462 Red.

THE ALUMINUM
COOKING UTENSIL COMPANY
DISTRIBUTING WAREHOUSES
. Portland, Oregon

East St. Louis, Illinois

/
[o lX \
A L U M IN U M
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
DETROIT

CHICAGO
^

CINCINNATI
PITTSBURGH

' •
TRADE M A W

NIJW YORK

MINNEAPOLIS
-NEW ORLEANS
san

Fr a n c is c o

M AZD A
LAM P
in every socket

The last word in
lighting

$1.50 for pack
ages o f 5 lamps

M issoula Light
and W ater Co.

Scandinavian
Am erican
S ta te B a n k
MISSOULA, MONT.

General Banking
Business Transacted
3 per cent Paid on Sav
ings Deposits

Owen Kelly
KEY W EST AND DOME3TIC

CIGARS

BILLIARD ROOM
Pipes, Tobaccos and Ciga'" ttaa
Agents for Lowney’s Chocolate*
“ Meet Me at Kelley's”
Florence Hotel Building

Union M arket

Meets Your Meat Needs
See Our Fine Display of
Poultry
BOTH PHONES
Bell 117
130-132 Higgins Avenue
[The Smoke House
—AND----

Post Office News Stand

W EA R -EV ER

New Kensington, Pennsylvania

A W estinghouse

‘

PHILADELPHIA
KANSAS CITY

F. H. KNISLEY, Prop.
Maeonio Tempi*
Cigars, Tobaccos,' Bllliardfc, Pool,
Newspapers and Magazines
Periodicals and Postcards

Lowney’s Candied

Pipe Repairing a Specially ,

LAWYERS’ SLOGAN
BRINGS NUMBERS
TO MARK

LAW LIBRARY NOW
MOST COMPLETE
IN STATE

"W e want 100”—the slogan of the
That the Library of the Law School
Law School during the term of 1918-14
of the university keeps apace with the
has been fairly fulfilled.
At present
rapid development of the institution
the school has an enrollment of 98.
as a whole, is evidenced by its re
Of this number 89 are men and four
markable growth.
From the time
rre women.
More than one-third or
34 of the students, are from states
that it was Installed four years ago
other than Montana.
Those states
in the crowded, poorly lighted and in
represented in the Law School of the
sufficiently ventilated attic ot Uni
University of Montana are, Iowa, Wis
versity Hall until today, when its
consin, South Dakota, Minnesota,
many volumes over-tax the numerous
Washingtan, Michigan, Illinois, Oreshelves and store-rooms in the base
eon, Nebraska, Idaho, Pennsylvania,
ment of the library building, the ad
Maryland, Colorado, Kentucky and In
vance has been continuous and con
diana.
sistent.
The enrollment has increased one
The action of public spirited men
hundred per cent over the enrollment
and women is largely responsible for
of the scholastic year of 1918-14.
the excellence of the university's Law
The excellent standard of the school
Library. The state legislature in 1911
AT THE DAILY GRIND
has been duly acknowledged during
being aroused to action, accepted from
the
pf’ st year.
The Law School was
the hand of Mrs. W. W. Dixon, widow
admitted to membership in the As
of the Honorable W. W. Dixon of
sociation of American Law Schools at
Butte, a leading lawyer of the state
the December meeting, 1914.
The
and senior counsel for the Amalga
Fourteenth Legislative assembly ruled
mated Copper company, for many
that students who have successfully
years, a proffered gift of t6,000.00.
completed the regular law course and
This was conditioned upon the estab
received a certificate or degree for
lishment of a Law School at the uni
such work from the Law School of the
versity, and thereupon the Law School
University of Montana may, at the
was established, which crystallized
Into an actuality a sentiment that was
The Association of American Law I average of at least ten hours required j uniform standard as adopted by the j discretion of the supreme court of
Montana be admitted to practice in
deep rooted in the minds of the peo Schools was organized and estab class room work each week.
Association.
ple and of the educators of the state.
Third: The conferring of Its de
If the work of the Association m ay! the Montana courts without further
lished August 28th. 1900, and at a
examination.
Mrs. Dixon further supplemented her
gree shall be conditioned upon the be Judged from the work of the last j
generosity by giving to the newly meeting held on that date the articles attainment of a grade scholarship as meeting, there is no question that it
This year the graduating class is
acquired legal department, left with of the Association were adopted and I certained by examination.
is living up to the purpose for which j composed of four of Montana's best
out facilities for work, the entire law are in substantially the same form as
Bernice
Selfrldge,
the
Fourth: It shall own not less than it was established. At this meeting j students.
library of her late husband, whose when first adopted although a few five thousand volumes.
various papers were read and ad- j holder of the Bonner scholarship, will
memorial portrait, among his books, amendments have been made. The
The Association is at the present dresses made upon various topics of be granted two degrees in June—an
now adorns the walls of our Law Li object of the Association as expressed time composed of about forty mem the law and, what was even more A. B. and L. L. B.
Miss Selfridge
in
the
articles
is
the
improvement
of
brary.
The profession of the state
time was; has had only four years of Universitv
bers. The exact number will be shown i beneficial, considerable
legal
education
in
America,
especially
deemed this to be the largest and most
Harry P. Sewell, president of
in the next report of the Association. spent in the discussion of methods of work.
in the law schools. It was originally
complete law library in Montana.
At the last meeting of the Association instruction in various subjects of the the Law School and well-known be
the purpose of the Association to meet
held at the Congress Hotel in Chicago law. In this way teachers of the law ! cause of his active part In Montana's
The monetary gift of Mrs. Dixon j
at the same time and place as the
the' latter part of December the Law from all sections of the country were debates, will receive his L. L. B. de
was used to considerable advantage in
American Bar Association and this
School of the University of Montana given an opportunity to exchange their, gree.
Emil dander, who took his
the purchase of the extensive library
plan was followed until the last meet was admitted to membership by the t ideas, which will necessarily tend to
freshman work at the University of
of the late Thomas C. Marshall of |
ing which was held in Chicago in De
unanimous vote of the delegates pres uniformity in the method of instruc- ■South Dakota, has gained a name for
Missoula, a prominent attorney of the
cember, 1914. This meeting was not
ent. The admission of Montana into tion and will tend, moreover, to the; himself by his faithful, good work.
west and a man Who had distinguished
in connection with the Bar Associa
the Association indicates the growth adoption of the best method as an |Mr. dander's degree will be an L. L.
himself among the members of the
tion meeting and represented the first
of the Montana Law School during the uniform method. Deans and other j B.
Jack Jones received his A. B. de
legal fraternity.
The books of "Col
departure from the plan first adopted. three years of its existence prior to representatives from practically every
onel Marshall," ns he was familiarly
gree at Ripon College. Mr. .Tones is
Law
schools
may
be
admitted
to
such admission. Our information is |law school in the Association were! editor of the Montana Weekly Kalinin.
called, were secured, due to the inter
est of his relatives in the newly membership in the Association upon that the Montana Law School is the present at the meeting in Chicago and j He will be granted and L. L. B.. in
compliance
with
the
following
re
youngest member of the Association every meeting was well attended and June.
founded Law School, for a very small
and when we consider the require extreme interest and enthusiasm were
consideration, and -being more In the quirements:
The good work of the Law School
First: It shall require of all can ments for admission heretofore stated I manifested at all times. The Presi- >is well attributed to the faculty.
nature of a gift than a purchase, are
didates
for
its
degree
at
the
time
of
and
bear
in
mind
the
additional
facts
dent
of
the
Association
for
next
year
available to the students of the uni
There has been no change in the fac
versity as a tribute to the memory of their admission to the school the com that at the time of the establishment is Dean Richards of the University of >ulty from that of the previous year.
this widely known Jurist.
It is the pletion: of the four years’ high school of the law school there was no other J Wisconsin Law School who succeeds |They are all men who have at heart
libraries of these two distinguished course or such a course of prepara law school in the State of Montana in that office Professor Joseph H i the Law School’s advancement and
men, whose lives are indelibly written tion as would be accepted for admis and that there was no building for |Beale of the Harvard Law School.
the retention of Its good standard.
into the legal history of the State of sion to the State University or to the the law school and not even the | The Law School of the University j Dr. E. B. Craighead, president of
Montana, that constitute the nucleus principal colleges^ or universities in nucleus of a library,, we feel that the of Montana feels that it is fortunate in Ii the university, is ever anxious that
of the Law Library of the University the State where the law school is lo-J Montana Law School has Just reason being a member of the Association i not only will the active students be
to be proud of its accomplishments. and expects to do all in its power j
cated.
of Montana.
successful in their studies, but that
Second: It shall require of its can Membership in the Association means to further the Association’s Interests the graduate students may have suc
The library now consists of more
that as to scholarship and entrance |and to assist in the continuing ac
than six thousand volumes and is com didates for any legal degree study of
cess in their every attempt and un
complishment of the purpose for '
prised of the entire National Reporter law during a period of at least three requirements our institution complies |
dertaking.
with what might be designated the |which the Association was established.
System, supplemented by many of the years of thirty weeks each with an |
Dean A. N. Whitlock believes in
State Reports prior thereto, and a large
keeping as stern a watch as is possible
selection of the most recent and valu valuable contribution to legal litera
on the grades in order to keep the
able textbooks together with digests, ture valued at four hundred dollars.
standard of the school up to that of
sets of selected cases, encyclopedias
Single books to which attach a pe
the schools of other states.
and law periodicals.
Charles M. Neff is known to the
culiar interest and significant value,
law students by his untiring patience
People Interested in educational are frequently contributed.
Recently
and thoroughness of explanation.
matters and devoted to the advance
Mr. William Scallon, a prominent at
Research work in the fossil bacteria,
Leslie J. Ayer is the "booster” of
ment of the interests of the univer
President E. B. Craighead as presi which has been discovered in Montana the Law School.
Professor Ayer
sity constantly extend the working fa torney of Helena, added a book of
cilities of the library and enhance its unique value and of great historic im dent of the university, is at the head and was announced last Tuesday, will takes a kindly and personal Interest
•
value by contributing books on various portance to the Law Library shelves; of the Law School faculty.
In com probably be taken up soon by the in every student.
Charles W. Leaphart does well his
legal subjects.
Hon. Judge John B. this book is an 1865 draft of Field’s mon with the other students of the geology department of the University
of Montana, according to Professor part.
He considers that law is a big
Clayberg.
affectionately
associated
Original Civil Code for the State of university, the members of the Law Rowe, head of the department.
The subject to be taught in three short
with the personnel of the school,
fossil
forms
of
these
minute
organ
School
feel
that
President
Craighead
is
New
York.
The
publication
of
this
years.
In the lecture room he never
and intimately connected with its
foundln*.
and. • as
lecturer and book marks the beginning of the re an all-around good fellow, a wise isms, similar to the bacteria which loses a moment.
cause
many
of
the
diseases
of
today,
Consulting Dean, recently donated a form of Civil Procedure in this country friend, a co-operative toiler, and an
Stephen L Langmald is always in
were found for the first time by Dr. his office and ready to help the stu
highly prised collection of English
He has Charles D. Walcott, secretary of the
and it is this work that stamps Field able and fearless worker.
Chancery Reports.
Judge W. J. Ste
dent over the puzzling places.
phens of Missoula, now retired from as one of the great legal minds of this shown his friendship for the Law Smithsonian Institution, in some very
Judge John B. Clayberg, Consulting
School in many ways, and the law stu ancient limestones collected In Galla Dean, makes his annual visit to the
active practice, and formerly known country.
tin
county.
Heretofore
the
world
has
as a leading member of the Montana
school
each spring. He always leaves
Among other donations are a set of dents one and all are for "Prexy." The
bacteria
comparatively Imbued with the students* spirit of
bar. presented the Law Library with Bouvier*s Dictionary and Michigan Law School was at the outset a pet considered
modem forms of life.
The fossil determination and eagerness.
some 400 volumes of reporters and Law Lectures, received from Mr. J.
of the president, but with the advent specimens now discovered are esti
textbooks.
In token of the recogni D. Dunlop, registrar of the university,
C.
L. F. Kellogg, lecturer on Ab
tion accorded to the Montana Law and a 1908 copy of an Encyclopedia of of other colleges his interest, although mated to have lived some 20.000,000 stracts and Titles, is considered the
That the leading Abstract man of the west.
somewhat divided, is ever and always or 80,000,000 years ago.
School by granting it admission to ac the Law of Iowa.
with the Law School.
Of necessity decomposition of the limestone was The Law School is very fortunate in
tive membership In the Association of
American Law Schools, the Edward
Princeton has opened a course in the president’s work and Influence are largely due to these bacteria is the having him on the faculty.
devoted to the university as a whole, belief of Dr. Walcott.
Thompson Company, Lawyers’ Co-op military instruction.
Hon. F. C. Webster is well in a po
• • •
and his success in building a good
erative Co,, and Bancroft-Whiting, law
Professor Rowe has already done sition to train the young legal mind.
publishers, made a gift to the Univer
Brown university is Installing a^ne- university is so manifest and well considerable research work among He is a pioneer lawyer of the state
sity Law School of a set of Ruling hour course on the aim, scope and known that nothing need here be said these limestones, and considers the and an ex-Judge of the District
Case Law. a recent publication and a value of a college course.
In that regard.
discovery novel and important.
Court.

Law School Becomes a
Member of Association

ru m

is !PRO/osssT^ r EDRs

LAWYERS’ FRIEND 0F ANC1ENT YEARS

JUDGE F.C. WEBSTER
GIVES COURSE
IN WILLS

JUDGE CLAYBERG IS
FATHER OF THE
SCHOOL
Judge Clayberg, lecturer on mining
law at the University of Montana Law
School, is the foremost authority on
mining law in the country.
He has
been counsel in the most famous cases
that have arisen in the mining world,
and his authority on the subject is so
highly esteemed that he was asked in
1913 to write an article on that branch
o f the law for the Cyclopedia o f Law
and Procedure.
He has contributed
articles on mining law to the leading
publications o f the country.
Judge
Clayberg has been a lecturer on mining
law and water rights at the University
of Michigan for the past twenty-four
years.
He lectures on the same
branches in Columbia University.
For thirty-eight years Judge Clay- .
berg has practiced law, all o f which
has been in Montana, with the excep
tion of ten years.
He was one o f the
commissioners appointed in 1906 toj
clear the docket o f the state supreme
court.
Many decisions in the Mon- .
tana Reports bear the signature of
Professor Langmaid although just
“Commissioner J. B. Clayberg.”
past thirty, has all the requirements
The “Drumlummon” case, perhaps o f a first-class professor. He is well
the most famous case involving min liked by all. His democratic spirit,
ing law, the country has known, is one his willingness to help *on all occa
o f the old-time leading cases on which ' sions, and his interest in the law
the judge acted as counsel.
He was students and school, make him the
associated with "Bob” Ingersoll in the friend o f all. He Is "one o f the
trial o f the Davis Will case, another bunch.”
All of Professor Langmaid’s prelim
famous Montana case.
Judge Clayberg was graduated from ; inary education was received in the
the law department o f the University schools o f Salem. He received his B.
o f Michigan in 1875.
The judge is A. from Harvard in 1906, and his M. A.
truly "the grand old man o f the Mon- : in 1907. In 1908 he entered the Har
tana Law School.” Without his ideals vard Law School. Here he was a class
and his creative leadership the Law mate o f Dean Whitlock. In 1911 he
School would not exist today.
His received his LL. B., graduating cum
two weeks’ visit in April o f each year ; laude.
After graduation he practiced law in
is the most eagerly looked for period
San Francisco where he made good
of the whole law year.
as he did in college. Professor Lang
maid, with the other law men sees the
possibility o f building up a great law
school at the University o f Montana.
He is doing his work well and his
courses are among the most popular
in the school.

Hon. F. C. Webster, LL. B. (Yale)
lecturer on Probate Law and Proced
ure, is recognized over the state as

THE EXACTING TRIUMVERATE

One Year’s Residence
Shows a W ise Choice

Professor Langmaid Shows Professor Leaphart’s College Professor Ayer Represents
that his Honors at Har
Chicago University and
Record has been Con
vard Were Deserved
tinued Here
is Booster Here

HR. KELLOGG GIVES"

C. L. F. Kellogg, who has charge of
the work in conveyancing, is a native
son of Wisconsin.
He was born at
Madison on February 14, 1858. After
graduating from the College o f Law of
the University o f Wisconsin with the
class o f 1882, he came to Seattle, where
he practiced law for several years.
Later Mr. Kellogg went to St. Paul,
where he made a specialty o f the ex'amlnatlon of titles.
After several
years of work in St. Paul he accepted
a position with the Hennessy Mercan
tile Company of Butte. Later moving
to Missoula, he compiled a set of ab
stract books for Missoula county, and
organised the Northwestern Abstract
and Title Insurance Company, of
which he is president.
He is also
president of the Montana Abstract
Association, and a member o f the
American Association of Title Men.
The courses given by Mr. Kellogg
hold a prominent place in the law
curriculum. The students are re
required to examine, brief and give
written opinions on carefully selected
sets of abstracts, taken from actual
county records.
His course on con
veyancing is one that Montana law
yers have approved in the highest
terms; it supplies a long-felt want, and
that it is so successful is due to the
wide experience and great ability of
Mr. Kellogg.

Who Said This:
"Now, gentlemen, I want you to
ask questions at any time and
at all times for it is the only
way you can learn anything.
O’ Sullivan, will you wait a min
ute until I get through?
Yes,
what is it, Harold?
Well, wait
now until we get to that par
ticular chapter in the book.”
“ That’s it, Crawford, now just
one more point and then you’ll
have it.”
“What is the tribal form of
marriage
ceremony,
prof?”
(This was In Evidence.)
"Now, I want you gentlemen
to be here before the last bell
rings.
You tell any professor
that holds you over that I said
you were to go at the first bell.”
In a few minutes the bell rings.
"Now, gentlemen, I want to take
just four or five more minutes
to button this thing up.”
"Well, now, Mr.--------- , do you
think the case is correct?”

S. P. Walkingstick, a -Dartmouth
freshman and a full-blooded Cherokee
Providence. R. I., April 18.—The new •Indian, has added a new Indian yell
Arnold Biological
Laboratory
a t 1 to the repertoire o f the Green. The
Brown University was opened to i yell which is o f true Cherokee origin
classes today. Its total cost was over j has met with considerable favor from
$100,000, o f which $80,000 the legacy the student body.
* • «
o f Dr. Oliver H. Arnold, o f Providence,!
represented the savings o f a lifetime | Credit is now given towards a de
o f a quiet physician with a country j gree for work on the board o f the
practice. The new building will serve j Colgate Madlsonensis. The editor-innearly 400 students. Including a num- I chief and the managing editor are
ber of graduates. Forty-two per ce n t! given three hours a week, associate
o f the degrees o f Ph. D. granted a t ! editors get two hours’ credit. This ac
Brown in the past ten years have been tion was taken by the faculty at the
taken in the department o f biology.
‘ suggestion o f the English department.

The youngest and yet the most
feared man on the faculty of the law
school is Professor Leaphart. He was
born in Missouri, thirty-one years ago.
In 1901 he entered the University of
Missouri, leaving in 1906 with his M.
A. to become an instructor in the
Greenville, Missouri, High School.
From 1907 to 1909 Professor Leaphart
was assistant professor o f Latin and
Greek in the University o f Kentucky.
In 1910 he entered the Harvard Law
School and made his way through by
tutoring and by coaching baseball and
football teams.
After graduating
from Harvard he practiced law in
San Francisco until he accepted his
present position at the University.
While at Missouri Professor Leap
hart represented the highest type of
college student. He made his letters in
baseball, football and track, won a
membership in Phi Beta Kappa, and
was president o f the All Senior Class
in 1904.
Professor Leaphart brings to the
University o f Montana the enthusiasm
of youth, and yet the advantages of
long experience. Certainly bis classes
are “real work.”
All For Love.
Come listen my brothers and you shall
get wise
To how Bill Long won the big prize.
’Twas in that far off Dakota state
Where Bill and Mac went to debate.
An houlr before hand poor Mac was
shaky
And e’en the old parson felt a bit
quaky
When like the sun through a stormridden sky
Bill heard a most welcome messenger
cry:

The hardest working man in the law
school is Professor Ayer. He is doing
something every minute, whether lec
turing in the classroom, traveling over
the state in the interests of the Uni
versity, or helping the students with
their school activities or troubles.
Professor Ayer was born in Iowa
thirty-six years ago, and graduated
from high school there at seventeen.
Two years later he received his B. S.
from Upper Iowa University. While
there he was active in football, base
ball and track. He was president of
the oratorical association. At two
he was principal o f the High School
at Wacoma, and at twenty-two he was
superintendent of the school at West
Union, Iowa.
In 1889, 1900 and 1901, he studied
at the University of Chicago and re
ceived his Master’s degree in History
and English, Jn 1904 he entered the
University o f Chicago Law School
where he finished at the head o f his
class, obtaining his J. D. in three
years. While at the law school he
was the first man to be for two suc
cessive years, president of the law
council. Within three years after be
ing admitted to the bar some o f the
best known business houses in Chi
cago, among them the National Cash
Register Company and the Toledo
Computing Scale Company, were his
clients.
In the two years Professor Ayer has
been at the University he has become
a true friend and companion o f all the
students. He is the confidant o f all
who are in trouble, the first aid to all
who are down and out, and greatest
o f all, he believes in the University of
Montana, its law school, and its future.

SMELTERS SEEN

“ A message from Stevensville for a guy
BY PROFESSORS
named Long
It’s C. O. D. and he’ ll pay or I’m
An inspection trip to the Anaconda
wrong.”
smelter and the copper mines o f Butte
Bill with a joy-cry up quickly sprung
was made by students and faculty of
And the hand of the kid heartily rung.
the chemistry department last week.
Professors Jesse and Rhoades accom
He tipped him a dollar and sent him
panied by Raleigh Gilchrist o f the
off,
senior class and Orin .Cunningham,
At which McHaffie began to scoff.
graduate student in chemistry, made
Bill turned in a rage and said, "You
the trip.
poor gink.
The smelter at Anaconda was visited
I’ ll beat you up if yo so much as
Saturday.
Much construction work
blink.”
is being done at the great plant of the
Amalgamated company and the tour
Mack kept very mum and said not a
ists found much to interest them here.
word,
The new extraction plant for the re
But in Bill’s ravings this he heard:
covery o f copper and silver from the
"Steady old boy, and we’ll win tonight
slimes was an object of study for the
Remember dear Maud, and 'fight. Bill,
chemists.
Another interesting feature
fight.”
is the modified plant for the ore
concentrating.
A new sulphuric ad d
W ere it not for the fact that the plant is also being installed.
state of California has first claim
The copper mines o f Butte were vis
upon him, a prisoner serving a life ited Sunday and the party returned
sentence for murder might apply for Monday evening.
a position as assistant editor o f the
monthly magazines such as Issue from
Dartmouth college is to have a board
East Aurora. As It is, his wit is born of Chanel preachers composed of some
to blush unseen on the files in the o f the biggest ministers in the country
University Extension division.—Daily who will conduct its Sunday afternoon
Californian.
chapel services.

one o f the foremost district judges of
Montana.
During his fourteen years
on the bench he disposed of more legal
business than any other one district
judge o f the state.
He first prac
ticed law in the state of Connecticut,
later came west and practiced law in
Colorado for several years, but for the
past twenty-five years he has been a
citizen of Montana, making his home
in Missoula.
For four years—from
1888 to 1892—Judge Webster served as
attorney of Missoula county.
He
also served two terms as mayor.
In
1900 he was elected judge of the Fourth
Judicial District of Montana, compris
ing Missoula, and Ravalli counties.
Altogether Judge Webster has served
Montana as lawyer, city and county
attorney, mayor and judge for more
than a quarter o f a century.
He holds* an enviable place among
the leaders of the public opinion in the
state, having gained the respect of his
contemporaries as a skillful lawyer
and a judicial officer of the highest in
tegrity. His years of experience are
immeasurably valuable to the men and
women now working under him in the
Law School.
In addition to his practical experi
ence, the judge is eminently fitted by
his e^rly study for a position on the
faculty of the university.
After re
ceiving his B. A. at Yale in 1873, he
entered the Law School at Yale and
after finishing the law course took up
a study of the practical and technical
principles o f law under Edward Sey
mour, judge of the supreme court of
Connecticut.
Later he studied under
Judge Charles B. Andrews, before tak
ing up the actual practice of law.

PROFESSOR NEFF
SERVES LONGEST
Three years ago Charles Melvin Neff
of the Colorado bar. decided to give up
the active practice of law to become
a professor o f law at the University of
Montana and to complete the textbook
being prepared by him on "Pleading
and Appellate Practice.”
Mr. N eff was graduated from the
University o f Rochester as a Ph. B.,
in 1899.
For a year after graduation
he was head master o f the Robert Hoe
apprentice school in New York City,
later becoming an instructor in Modern
Languages at the Weingart Institute
o f New York.
Mr. Neff completed
the law course at Columbia in 1902.
After practicing three years in New
York City and six years in Colorado,
he affiliated himself with the Uni
versity of Montana in 1912.
Professor N eff handles the courses
on Torts, Pleading and Practice, Irri
gation, Damages and Appellate Prac
tice.
As a shrewd, experienced law
yer, and a forceful thinker, Professor
Neff is especially well fitted to handle
these courses.

DEBATE WILL COME
W EDNESDAY NIGHT
The final debate will be held on
Wednesday, May 12.
The subject is
to be the Recall of Judges, and the
contests are from Park and Flathead
countiesThe 16 high schools which
began in the debates have been finally
boiled down to these two, composed
mostly o f girls.
The judges are to be, Lentz, Silcox
and Wayne.
The Lafayette Industrial graduates,
nineteen this year. Only eight o f these
are boys.

JOYCE MEMORIAL
GOES TO GIRL IN
FRESHMAN CLASS

STANDARDS I LAW M W ®
SAME HERE AS

Blank books and
Stationery
LISTER ’S

The Joyce Memorial prize was
|awarded to Miss Tesla I. eunstrend of
(Continued From Page One.)
Students’
■Pony, a member o f the freshman:
The general
|year o f 1908, when the student body [ class at the university.
Headquarters for
faced a deficit o f more than $400, and topic assigned for the essay was.
Miss Lennstrend
the managers were at a loss for a so "Montana Types."
Photos
lution o f the problem, the event was : wrote on the "Prospector," gathering
In a recent
r
address to the American j suggested by Dean Stewart, not pri I much o f her material In Ponv
Bar AiHHOcialion. PresiIdent Woodrow marily as a money-making device but i The requirements of the Joyce
Wilsoni stated that, -this country . with the idea o f making the day an Memorial prize this year called for an
needed lawyers who were also : appropriate expression p f the youthful essay o f about 8,000 words, on any
r.en more than it nc•eds them j spirit o f spring and Incidentally for subject coming under the head "M on
now; It needs them In its courts, In the purpose o f helping to clear up the tana Types." It was thought that un- Its legislatures, and in its seats of debt which faced the student body. der such an opportunity that a large
executive authority."
j
From the first, the event war a suc number would enter the contest, and
More con
In view o f this statement, the pres cess. both from the standpoint of It was found to be true.
ent American law school is assuming merry-making and from a financial testants than ever before responded to
The prize offered
the gravest o f responsibilities, and in viewpoint. It proved a boon for the the announcement.
meeting these responsibilities, the law student body in 1908, and has been is a $15 gold medal which will be
Go to
school which will fulfill its mission such ever since, to such an extent in awarded to Miss Lennstrend at the
must adopt and maintain only the fact that the original purpose of regular commencement exercises in
highest standards.
The "Prospector" written by
merry-making has been almost over June.
The law school o f the University of looked In the emphasis laid upon, her, will toe published in the 1916 Sen
Montana was fortunate in having at financial possibilities o f the carnival tinel, according tb the custom followed
its outset the opportunity o f profiting and it should be the. purpose o f the in previous yean.
by the experience and development of present student body not only to make
The prize was founded by Attorney
the leading and most successful It a great financial success but also M. M. Joyce o f Missoula and is award
American law schools, and after an to remember the original purpose of ed every year for the best -essay,
investigation and careful ^considera- the event and to reanimate it as much thesis or poem by an undergraduate.
•iion, adopted -substantially the same as possible with that spirit. It is also Last year the prize was won by Miss
•courses of study -and method of in interesting to note the changes which I Blanch Yates of Missoula, her subject
struction! vis., the -case system, as is have altered the carnival since it s ! being the “ Spirit of the Mountains."
'in. use at the. law school* of Harvard conception. For the first three or four j The judges In this year’s contest
University, the -University of, Chicago, years there was no parade in connec- were Professor R. H. Jesse, Jr., Prin
.Columbia University, and other lead t Ion with. the festival, the chief event cipal Ketchum of the Missoula County
ing. American law schools.
being the crowning o f the May queen High School and Mrs. Hilda Blair, con
, Recognising its function, as a law' and the folk dancing upon the green. tributor to various magazines.
school of a state institution, the i The stunts which now form the most
courses In mining law, Irrigation, and I important part of the carnival were partment. The fraternity freshmen o f :
'practice and procedure, being all more originally side issues and were con each of the fraternities are busily en-1
or less local In their nature,, were al- spicuous more for their originality gaged In concocting their usual or un- i
lotted particular consideration. And j than for their financial possibilities. usual "animal." • Each sorority w ill!
In addition to the general citations, At the present time, however, the pa- j have some sort o f a representation In j
given in the standard courses o f study, rade has been added, largely for the the parade and best of all the event j
citations in the various subjects of I purpose o f attracting the attention of will be graced by a real student band,
law, so far as possible, are made to the citizens o f the city to the event j and one which is truly worthy o f the
the decisions o f the courts of the State i which follows in the evening, and as a name.
o t Montana, and the states of the part o f the carnival it probably shows
As for the evening’s entertainment, I
Northwest. The student, therefore, j more genius and real college spirit who can say what brilliant ideas w ill;
while prepared and fitted for practice than the evening entertainment.
be represented there in a gala array |
In any state. Is thus particularly qual
This year, however, Is scheduled to of festive wit and humor? Of course,
ified for practice in the states o f the be the greatest one that the carnival there will be the usual confetti
Northwest.
has ever seen. The parade which has stands, lottery stands and other at- '
1 The law school of the University of hitherto been held In the afternoon, tractions, common to any ordinary cir- j
Montana has taken the initiative in will commerce earlier than usual, prob cus but these only form a setting f o r !
adopting a practice court as a regular ably about 10:30, and will be by far the real attractions, which are said to
part of its course o f study during the the most elaborate one ever attempted be the best that the university has
entire three years. A study is made, i by a carnival committee. Aside from ever produced. In fact the whole per
LET
not only o f the rales and law o f prac numerous individual ideas each de formance is surrounded with an air of
tice And procedure, but o f trial tac- partment in the school will have some impenetrable mystery. All the inquisi
ticsj and Actual trials are conducted. |sort o f a float representing the de- torial talent in the school has been j
WRITE YOUR INSURANCE
including both criminal and civil
brought to bear upon Manager Griffith j
cases, under the Immediate direction the law courses will bring forth the but he stolidly refuses to divulge the j
and supervision o f the professors, or greatest development.
secrets of his entertainment, beyondpracticing lawyers, as trial judges. | The recognition o f the law school the fact that there will be no serious
The practice court was adopted as a by Its admission to the American A s sells, and satisfaction will be guaran
Rooms 118, 119, 120, 121
part of the regular curriculum in rec sociation o f Law Schools last Decem teed by all those who attend. He does
ognition of the well-founded criticism ber, after a thorough Investigation by say, however, that all the attractions 2nd Floor First National Bank Bldg* J
directed against the usual law grad a member of the Carnegie Board, is will be new and noval to Missoula and !
uate in his attempts at the trial of an acknowledgment that its standards those who are not satisfied with the 1
casos upon entering into the practice have been attained and are being evening's performance will have their
of law. It is also submitted that a maintained, so far as relates to the money refunded, provided they can
systematic supervision and direction I courses o f study, equipment, and tell where it went. The accommoda
.of the trials o f a number o f coses, method o f instruction.
tion for handling the crowd will be
. with a study o f method and trial tac
In consideration o f the fact that better than ever before and a number
tics, gives a preparation which is sel the course o f study offered in the law of tents besides the gymnasium will
dom acquired in the trial o f actual Bchool o f the University o f Montar
be utilized for the stunts.
cases until after a life-long experi Is standard, and that in many re
The evening’s performance will
ence, with> the penalty o f many mis spects the subjects are better adapted commence at about 6:30 or 7 o’clock
for practice In the states of Montana with the May fete held out in t h e :
takes.
The requirements for admission as and the Northwest, and, further, in campus. This event will consist’ o f 1
a regular student in the law school are consideration o f the valuable and ex the crowning o f the May queen, fo lk !
two years pf work In the collegiate de tended acquaintance with fellow stu dancing and possibly a few selections '
partment, and,for admission as a spe dents who will hereafter be among by the university glee dub. Directly j
cial student, at least the equivalent the leading citizens of these states, it after the May fete is over the air will
of a high school education, and that would seem obvious that student^ in be rent with the raucotis cries of the
the student shall have attained the tending to enter the practice of law In barkers and those in the near vicinity
age of twenty-one years. These re these states, could not select a school |will have no difficulty in finding the
quirements look to such maturity in better adapted for their purpose.
|fountains o f joy from which these
the student that his attitude in taking
L. J. AYER.
sounds emanate.

For a Cup of

Good Coffee and
Quick Lunch

The Coffee Parlor

! Henley, Eigeman
and Company

Grocers
A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

J. D. Rowland

Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a Specialty
114 East Main Street
Missoula,
Montana
Attention, Faculty!

Agent* for

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITERS
Orders for Fine Engrav
ing Solicited
114 E. Main 8t.

Missoula.

"How Is Your Coal Pile?"

The Perry Coal
Company
J. M. SWANGO, Mgr.

110 E. Cedar

Phonos 682

Barber & Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT

Grocers to the South
Side
[o]|cnoizf51lollc=rocii>lfol

The W estern
Montana
N ational Bank

CAPITAL . $200,000
SURPLUS . . 50,000

Pettitt, Newlon and Gage
DR. ASA WILLARD
Osteopathic Physician
KODAK SUPPLIES
at
Smith’s Drug Store

GEORGE MILLER
The Barber
Under First National
Bank Building

G. F. PETERSON

Druggist
216 Higgins Ave.
The drug store for par
ticular people, for you.

HARDENBIGH SIGNS
116 West Cedar
Bell Phone 909

MI88QULA

P R IC E ’S
BOOK STORE

Stationer

College, Fraternity and Sorority
Pennants. Eaton. Crane St Pike
stationery and all late books.

Phone 175
FLORENCE HOTEL BLK.

G. A. Wolf, President
J. H. T. Ryman, Cashier
fo1lcnoE=51[ollci3o£z51fo]
Pictures and Frames
M cK a y Studio

DR. R. H. NELSON
Dentist
Room 201
Phono 1009

Montana Block
Missoula. Mont

K oopm ann
& W issbrod
Butchers and Packers
Jobbers in Oysters
MISSOULA, MONT.

Partial View o f the Mlssoulian Bindery

W e solicit your order when you are in need
of any printing.

M lssoulian

Publishing Company.

129 W e s t M a in S t.

Phone 466

NISSEN ANNOUNCES
FAT LOT OF GAMES

TFNNIS TRYOUTS
OUADTTM IICTO
otlUKI
tN LlolO

Heaviest Schedule of History
Up for Next Year With
Strong Men Back to Play

ONE AND ONE ON
GAMES WITH W.S.C.
P. N. S. did not write this column
this week either.

Pullman Wins First Contest Collins Holds Visitors to No
Run Game With Error
in First Inning by Scoring
less Support on Defense
Six Runs off McVeigh.

| Look out for broken records in the
_
Aggie meet. At that Bozeman will
The football schedule next year is
One inning was enough for the 1Sanderson, 2b _ . 4 0 2
1 5 0
a heavy one, in fact, the heaviest Mon ! By the *limInatIon *>roceM the <»n- put up a much better fight than most |Washington State College ball-chasers ; Robertson, 3b .... 4 0 2
2 0 0
j
didates
for
the
university
tennis
team
I
0f
u8
are
liable
to
suspect.
tana has ever carried. It includes Ida
to hammer out a victory In the first of f Flint, lb ........... . 4 0 0 10 0 1
• • •
ho, which has one o f the strong: teams have dwindled from 24 to five. The
the series. McVeigh, Montana’s hurler, Crawford, c .... 3 1 0 7 3 0
o f the north-west, a team that always : five men still in the race are Temple
had an o ff day, and Bender’s boys fell i McVeigh, p, cf... . 4 0 0 2
1 0
month.
makes the opponent extend Itself to ton and 13. Crar.ghead, o f last year’s
on his erratic delivery for six runs |•Ricketts, ss ...... 4
1 1 2
1 0
win. We will play this game at home.
which were more than sufficient to Kent, If ............. 4 0 0 1 2 0
; team, McCarthy, Flint and Robertson.
In Missoula we will also play the Ore
give them the long end o f a seven-to' The team will consist o f three men and
gon Agricultural College, a team that
three score. McVeigh, generally inT o t a ls ______ .35 3 7 27 14
3
two o f the five men will be eliminated
last year played Dobie’s seven years
real team Montana has ever had. And I vincible^ had nothing. Of the ten men
Summary.
in matches to be held next week.
consecutively champions o f the north
but for one bad inning in the first who faced him, four walked, five hit
Bases on balls— Off McVeigh, 4; off
Most o f the matches have been
west o ff their feet, and it was only
safely, and one filed out. The other Hartman, 2. Struck out—By Hart
game it would easily have been
due to a lucky fluke that Stewart's ag played at the Sigma Chi court and, straight.
two outs were due to careless base man, 11; by Collins, 7. Passed ball,
gregation did not smear Washington’s after the first round, have been ex
•
*
*
running.
Crawford. Two-base hits—Robertson,
The others were
fame in the mud. Then on Thanks ceedingly fast.
Captain Collins replaced McVeigh, Collins, Ricketts. Three-base hits—
Our friends from the Galatin were
played
at
either
the
Sigma
Nu
or
the
giving day we will play our last and
hardly as fortunate dropping two in who went to center field, and during Satterthwait, 2. Stolen bases—Jerard,
hardest game of the season with Syra university court.
a row. They never had a chance to the remaining eight innings was com  2. Umpires—Campbell and Higgins.
cuse. Last year Syracuse won from
The tournament held by the Sigma win with Washington and we’re as pletely master o f the mound. ISxcept
Michigan and Carlisle, besides several Chi was also an elimination one and good as Washington—Nuf sed.
for an unearned run in the second in
With Washington threatening to tie
other o f the best teams o f the east. Flint and Higgins will represent that
*
0 0
ning, the men from Pullman could do ' the score, a sensational double play,
Away from home, we will play South ! fraternity in matches with the Sigma
Roses one hour—corn beef and cab- nothing whatsoever with him, connect started by Ricketts, ended Montana’s
Dakota and probably North Dakota. ' Nu and other teams.
Payne Temple I bage the rest of the week.
ing safely only four times and these l 1 to 0 victory over Washington State.
In South Dakota we will go up against j ton and James Adamson will represent
•
*
*
well scattered.
I The game was a pitchers’ battle, both
a team that plays Minnesota, N otre: the Sigma Nu in their matches. Tem
Hartman, pitching for Washington, Collins of Montana and Moss of W ashOur infield worked like clockwork
Dame and Nebraska. And when we j pleton was a star on last year’s uni- , and is easily as good as any college kept the game well under control and ! ington having the batters at their
play Washington State College we feel versity team and will be a hard man infield in the country. With Flint ( was never in danger. His support, i mercy. Both men were in rare form.
sure that in these oldtime foes we will 1to beat.
romping around—a la Jake Daubert; while at times ragged, was always good Incidentally with last Thursday’s game
not have an easy game to win. The
The first matches are to be played |Sanderson, he of the Cheshire cat grin, enough to stave o ff any Montana rally. Collins had not allowed a run in six
School of Mines will give us a good
next week with Washington state col is as steady as the proverbial Gib- Kulzer’s sensational catch of Owsley’s teen innings.
game and they say are going to have a
Because o f the excellent work o f the
The Montana team will battle ralter. Ricketts is a rabbit for cov- long fly to center robbed “Punk” of
world beater. They are tremendously lege.
with the Washington farmers on their I er^ng ground and is a second Maran at least a two-bagger. This, and San- twirlers the game was lacking in
handicapped toy their small numbers, j
ville.
The
way
Rib
Robertson
"puts
I
derson’s
brilliant
bare-handed
stop
of
thrillers.
Montana supported Collins
Three men are exbut are certainly to be admired f o r ! own battlefield.
it on 'em” recalls big-brash memor- a sizling liner and the double play |well In the few chances given them.
the game fight they always put up pected to make the trip although It is tes. The boys are there, we would resulting, were easily the fielding fea- |
For Montana, Ricketts and McVeigh
against any odds. On November 5th possible that only two may be taken. prone repeat.
tures o f an otherwise featureless con- starred in the field. Ricketts handled
we play the Aggies at Bozeman, and it After these games come the Aggie bat
• • *
test.
nil his chances cleanly and covered a
is needless to say that at home those I tles, which will be held in Missoula ac
A. S. U. M. election soon. Remem- j Montana scored one in the first world o f ground. His stop and fast
boys play like demons against the Uni cording to present arrangements.
ber an interested democracy is t h e ! through Owsley's single, Sanderson’s assist to Flint for the final out o f the
versity.
The large number o f entries in the
sacrifice, and Robertson’s safety. They game was especially good. McVeigh
only intelligent one.
With such a schedule before us, elimination tournament show that
• *
•
Were held runless until the ninth, got everything within fifty yards o f
Montana is indeed fortunate that o f i there is no little interest in the game.
Also let us not forget what a splen when Crawford reached first on an er him.
last year’s team only Captain Owsley ; Last year was the first year that the did game tenn-is.
ror, and went to third on Rickett’s
The chief honors o f the game go to
and Burris will be missed from her ; university had a representative team
double. Collins, not satisfied with Collins, his pitching being especially
ranks. For next year y,e will again j so the game is compart!vely young at
pitching
a
peerless
game,
scored
both
heady and effective. He kept the
From the way Collins handles him
see “Rib” Robertson, whom Varnell the institution.
self in the box we are very much Crawford and Ricketts with the second game well in hand and Washington
placed on his “All Northwest” team,
double
o
f
the
inning.
The
game
ended
was never very dangerous, despite
afraid we will not have him for next
and the best open field runner and will toe inferior to none in the west. year. There are three majojr leagues I with Owsley popping out to center Montana having only a one-run lead.
quarter-back in the country. Then, Our new coach is a man who inspires now and all of them have their scouts [ field,
In the second frame, Sanderson
too, we will have last year’s star half- j Ms players to fight to the last second. out.
The Score.
stabbed Gerage’s hot liner and doubled
back, Vance and Claypool; Sanderson He knows how to coach, and at the
Washington State.
Anderson at first.
and Wingett will hit the top of their ! same time is able to work the men so
Player—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
The only run o f the game came in
Seriously why not charge every
He is student who registers next fall an ad I Schroeder. lb
form next year. A t end we will have " that they give all they have.
3 0 0 the third inning. Ricketts walked, and
2 1 0
that star, Click Clark, and with him i easily one o f the best coaches west of
2 0 0
2 1 0 went to second on Kent’s sacrifice.
ditional fee o f five dollars and in re |Kulzer, c f ___
Scherk, Gault, Bohan and first-sacker the Mississippi.
1 2 0
8 0 Collins was hit by a pitched ball.
turn give him or her the privilege j Bohler, ss ....
Flint. On the line wet will have the
1
1 11 1 0 Owsley then slammed one to the hill
It is hard to predict what will hap of seeing all university contests; ath j Kuehl, c ....... ..... 3
redoubtable Blitz, Bentz, another :: All pen in the coming football season, for
0 side for a double, scoring Ricketts with
letic and otherwise. This would dis |Tully, rf ....... ..... 3 0 0 0 0
Northwest” man, Captain-elect Daems, football dope is so easily upset. Still,
tribute the burden o f supporting |-Anderson, 2b .... 4 1 2 1 2 0 the winning run. Collins went to third.
three years "All state” guard, Tiny with so many o f the old men in school
0
0
0
1
2 Immediately after this bit of star stick3
school activities among all the stu |Passmore, If, :Lb..
Keeran and Streit also “All State” and with the knowledge that among
0 1 1 0 0 work, Owsley pulled the unpardonable
dents and would give the .Executive j Jerard, cf, If.__ 4
men, Simpkins, Suchy and Layton. Be- j the 850 students who will register
1 2 4 0 1 sin o f baseball, stealing third with a
Committee a chance to work out a 1Satterthwaite, 2b 4
sides these from the high school play- j next fall, there will be many an un
0 1 0 3 1 man already on. This made the second
scientific budget and thus avoid the Hartman, p ....... 4
ers o f the state who have expressed heralded star, our hopes run high. With
out, and any further chance to score
usual bankruptcy at the end o f the
their intentions o f coming to the “U.” our past glories to stimulate us and !
5 was cut short when Sanderson fanned.
9 27 10
Totals .....—....34 7
year. The fee would be less than the
next fall we will have at least fifty men with a coach for whom the men w ill!
Montana.
The batters were unable to fathom
sum total cost o f tickets to all the
out for football regularly.
Player—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. either pitchers’ curves, and neither
work, we can be assured that with an ' university functions for the year.
2 0
Collins, cf, p ..... 4
0 1 0
With such a bunch as a nucleus, even break with Fortune we will win
•
*
•
(Continued on Page Eight)
2 0
4
1 1
2
Coach Nisson—a second Dobie—will be f'ameu.
While we have the chance—are Otwsley, r f . .
flowers and taxis indispensable?

J

Roses, Violets, Crysanthemums, Carnations cut
fresh every day at the
MISSOULA
NURSERY CO.
"T h , Old Reliable”
Store, Montana Bldg., Bell 192
Green House Bell 45

The
Metropole
Our Specialty Is

Fine Hair Cutting
Thomson & Marlenee
Corner Basement at Nonpareil
140 North Higgins Ave.

Picture Framing
A rt Goods
Kalsomining
Painting
Paper Hanging

SIMONS

PAINT
and
PAPER HOUSE
312 Higgins Ave.

HOYT-DICKINSON
PIANO CO.
Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higgins Avenue
Missoula - Montana
Orton Bros.
OLDE3T and LARGEST PIANO
HOUSE IN MONTANA
Chickeririg, Kimball, Vose &
Sons, Hsllet & Davis and many
other Pianos.
Always buy your Victor Victrolos
and Victor Records at
ORTON BROS.
118 E. Cedar
Phone 831
509 So. Higgins

The Butte
Cleaners

University Students
Find Us the Most Effi
cient Cleaners and Pressers in the City
Phone 600 Red

506 S. Hlgglna

H otel Shapard
H. L. SHAPARD, Prop.

European
Private Baths
Steam Heat
Hot and Cold Water
Cafe and Bar Msisoula

You W ill N ever
Know

the value of a dollar till
you try to borrow one.
Open a Savings Account
and Be Independent.
3 Pet. Int. on Savings

The First
National Bank
M I880ULA, MONTANA
Cspital and 8urplue
$300,000
Total Resources, $2,000,000

Law Student Looks Back
It was during my third year In the legal terms to fully comprehend. But
University that the bill creating the
took comfort In the thought that
Law School of the University of Mon It was his first appearance also at a
tana was passed in the state legisla
ture; that was in the "early days” of law class, but behind the desk rather
m i.
The effect of the welcome newh than
front, and maybe he,too. was
seemed to electrify the atmosphere of fighting
for time.
the University, for it appeared that
That year seemed crowded with inthe Institution had emerged from Its .
. ..
.
.
terestlng experiences.
First there
swaddling clothes Into a real unlverBj.
came the Dixon Memorial Library, fol-

ONE AND ONE ON
GAMES WITH W.S.C.
(Continued From Page Seven)
Bide had a chance to score. Montana
needed only two men, Collins and
Crawford ln the eighth. Only three
men faced “Birdie/' and they all
fanned.
The final round opened with Bender
sending ln a pinch-hitter, who was
lucky to foul the ball, and who made
Collins' fourth consecutive strikeout.
Things were slightly doubtful when
“Coll” walked Schroeder. Bohler the
next man up, hit to Ricketts, who by

All was curiosity and mild excite- lowed d®301*
th* Marshall addition.
ment during the spring and summer. As we opened the volumes for the first
The appropriation had carried with it time, there was an awe about It, a
but little provision for a library and feeling of superiority over the common
queries arose as to what sort ofa . . .
...
,, __ _
._
herd of man, that now It was we who
school we would have in the autumn.
were about to soon exhaust the law.
There occurred during that spring a
happening that to many .earned triv- And “ >at ln thc «Pa00 ° f a few month” fa3t
^ hroteder ou^ at_80C
could place our feet on the table, ond and i»iayed the ball to Flint for
lal; to others portentlous.
At one of
the final ov* of the game.
the convocations, there was presented and tell the Judge what to do.
The scon •
through the president to the Law
Then, our first practice court case,
School a copy of the Montana Codes.
Washington State.
Ronald Higgins, the “father of the Law
Only a couple of volumes, it came
Player—
AB. R H PO. A. E.
School,” presided as judge, and one
from one who had been a student ln
1
of the boys who was acting as assist Schroeder, lb .... 3 0 0 6 0
the University and one who later re
1i
ant prosecuting attorney, had wanted Bohler ss ..... .... 4 0 0 3 2
turned, and undoubtedly had recourse
1 7 3 0
by all means and for some unknown Keuhl, c ...... .... 3 0
to that very work many a time, /'*r he
0 2 2 1 0 1but determined reason, to “do the ad Tully, rf ....... .... 3
came back expressly to take the law
1 2
1 01
dressing to the Jury."
He had had Anderson. 3b .... 3 0
course.
The same student had given
1 0
1;
his brilliant colleague write the ad Jerard, c f ...... .... 3 0 0
an oration the year before; and I re
0 0 0 0 0
dress for him, and not having time Passmore, If __ 3
member his message to be that side
3 1 01
to memorize it, proceeded to read it at Satterth waite, 2b 3 0 0
by side with the Bible ln every home
the proper time.
Unfortunately, he Moss, p ......... .... 1 0 0 0 1 0
should be a copy of the codes.
For
0 0i
0 0 0
had not thought It necessary to read •K ulzer......... .... 1
the first gift to come from a student,
it over before the trial, and when he
one who spent his months among the
9 3!
24
4
__
28
0
Totals ____
came to the word “ethereal,” he stuck.
timber and in the solitudes, it seemed
--------- ‘ Batted for Moss in ninth
The first part of the word would come,
a magnificent thing; and some day our
as would the last part, but not the
Montana.
Law School will be proud to count him
word as a whole.
So, finally giving
AB. R. H PO. A. E.
Player—
among its graduates.
up in despair, he turned to the judge
0 0 0 1 0
The first faculty of the Law School and said, “Your honor, that’s a mighty Collins, p .... .... 3
Owsley, rf .... ..... 4 0 1 0 0 0 I
was not selected until late in July; fine word."
But he lost the decision. Sanderson. 2b .... 4 0 1 0 0 0
there had been a contest between the
1Robertson, 3b .... 3 0 0 0 0 0 1
president of the University and cer
0 1 8 0 0I
! Flint, lb ...... .... 4
tain members of the State Board of
i Crawford, c .. .... 3 0 0 9 1 o !
Education as to whether the president
about a delightful nineteen-verse song, McVeigh, cf .. _... 3 0 1 3 0 0
should select his faculty or whether
“Dem Bones Qwine Rise Agin,’' per Ricketts, ss .. .... 0
1 0 4 1
that power should lie with the board
0 1
fectly rendered bv Dean Whitlock. Kent, If ___ ... .... 3
0 1 0 0 01
exclusively.
The president had al
This usually filled the gap between the
ready made his selections, two Har
27
5
3 0
regular program and the time for re
Totals ___ __27 1
vard craduntes; while members of t**e
freshments to be served, and the num
Summary
State Bo**rd of Education had Insisted
ber of verses rendered varied accord
that local men of their own selection
Collins, 1; off
ingly. Then there was the time when i Bases on balls—Off
should make up the faculty.
The
Collins, 9;
a bright, deceiving November morning Moss. 3. Struck out— By
president's selections lay before the
by Moss, 7. Wild pitch—Moss. Twocoaxed "Whit” out for a morning walk [
board for Its approval.
base hit— Owsley.
Double plays—
with his favorite summer hat and his i
The result of the struggle was a vic pipe. His ears were frosted and there Sanderson to Flint; Ricketts to Flint.
tory for the president of the Uni- is authority for the statement that we , Hit by pitched ball—Collins. Sacrifice
versitv. for while a
ns l*»*vver had to thaw the pipe from between his j hit—Ricketts. Stolen bases—Flint, 2.
Umpires—Kelly and Hester. Time of
was selected as dean of the new school, teeth.
And one Monday morning he I
he was thoroughly a university man, returned from an Extension trip to game. 1:30.
Imbued with the high Ideals of legal find his lecture room converted into a
education as well as legal practice. I chapel and he entered to the strains HOME ECONOMICS SENDS
refer to Judge Clayberg.
Along with of Hymn No. 49,—all because he had {
OUT TO ADDRESS FOLKS.
him were approved the president's se felt that the expected versatility of a 1
lections, Professors Ballantlne and University of Montana Law professor j
Whitlock.
This very contest seemed should justify him in filling a Red ' Miss Mary E. Edmonds, head of the |
to mark a new spirit of rightful inde- Lodge pulpit the preceding morning. Domestic Science department, visited
pendence In the development of higher an(] he thought he could do it without, several high schools of the reservation
education in Montana.
And the vic the boys “getting wise.”
He had to ' last week in the interests of her de
tory of selection of the type of men to repeat the sermon for us.
partment.
Miss Edmonds visited in
tench in the new Law School was
There were these and many other Arlee, St. Ignatius and Ronan, and rereally a victory for higher education—
pleasant memories of that year; of Jports that although some domestic scithat Its control should lie rather in the
when we 'swung out” in our handsome ®nce work is now being given, the
hands of those that possessed a life
high gray beavers, led by Judge Clay- ■schools will establish regular courses
long skill in education than ln the
berg; of our many informal gather- , in this work for next year.
It is
hands of those whose active, funda
ings; but space forbids the mention- j practically assured that one and pos
mental interest was not that of edu ing of the score of happy incidents, sibly two of the schools will have
cation, and whose Interest, such as save that the initial year of the Law j members of this year’s graduating
it was in that field, covered merely a
School’s existence has linked about i t ! class of the university in charge of the
few years at most.
some of the most pleasant memories domestic science work,
The first day of the Law School, I that man may cherish.
suppose, was really very unemotional.
Yet every one of ns dozen students who I
filled the benches (for benches it was T M R I C E ^ O ^ I N N E R
that day) for the first class felt we
were strangers in a new land without!
ROBERTS SPEAKS
familiar dependent landmarks. Pro- j
IN THIS DECLAM.
fessor Whitlock called the class t o !
order, and announced ln a most mat
ter-of-fact tone that the real work
This year’s declamation contest will I For good Shoe Repairing, students
would commence the next day. that
see us. The
we should cover the first forty pages be of special Interest to the visiting
of the text, and ln addition, should: high schools and to the people of Mis
David Roberts, who
hand in a written definition of a soula county.
"chose in action.** To the most of us has won the gold medal for the last
322 N. Higgins A v,.
three
years,
will
be
a contestant. Park Bell 370 Blk.
who were unaccustomed to a forty- j
page assignment in a subject we im county and Flathead, which have not
agined to be harder than the prover- j sent representatives for a number of
blal Greek, this alone was surprise years, will take part in the contest
enough, but to be terrified by having, this year.
Contrary to former custom both
to define “chose ln action” in addlFor boys and girls will declaim the same
tion.
>d the extra straw.
had
■ heard of it. knew not evening, and the number in the finals
how it was spelled, whether the thing will be reduced to five boys and five
Each of the contestants in the
had legs and a tall, or whether it was girla
Just a plain, ordinary traveling circus, finals will receive a prize, as follows:
as the name suggested.
Long after Gold, silver and bronze medals, and
ward. when we thought we really two ribbons.
knew what it meant, we often won
The preliminaries will be held on
dered just what prompted the instruc Wednesday morning and afternoon,
tor to hand us that assignment, a , May 12, and the finals Thursday evendefinition of
Cluett, Peabody & C o .. Inc. Maker
of the most difficult ing.

j

r I ''here

is no accounting for tastes.
O n e man will pay $20 for a
suit and secure the same style that
T om , Dick or Harry wears.
Another man will pay $20 for a Fashion Park
style and have a strictly individual style a style
that has the appearance of having been made
to meet his physical needs. H ow ’s your taste.

j y i t f t f o u l a ED errantite
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill
work and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes
T H E M O D E R N C O N F E C T IO N E R Y
Without a doubt the only place where they make all their own

Gandy, Hot Drinks and Ice Cream
213 HIGGINS AVENUE

F IN E S T A T IO N E R Y
When writing letters, nice stationery Is an Important factor—It often
means much for the writer. Our stock Is full of attractive sizes and
colors and represents everything new and up to date.

M ISSO U LA DRUG C O M P A N Y
HAMMOND BLOCK

FOR QUALITY CALI

Florence Steam
Laundry

PHONE 48_________

NEW METHOD
Shoe Repair Factory

ARROW
SHIRTS

for every occasion.
Color fast— guaran
teed satisfactory.
“Insist on Arrow.”
$1.50 up

M ake Our Bank
M isso u la Trust
= A N D -

Savings Bank
Officers
J. M. Keith.... ...... President
S. J. Coffee......Vice-Pres.
R. C. Giddings__ Cashier

CAPITAL ___________$200,000.00
S U R P L U S __________

60,000.00

Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits

Your Bank

4 Pet. Interest Paid on
Savings
Personal Checking
Accounts Invited

The

Banking
Corporation
Paid Capital $500,000.00
A. W. WOODS, Mgr-

